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Bush administration truly missing in action on enforcing ESA, report says

Thirty percent. 

Bald eagles have recovered, but many species still sit in extinction's waiting room
P-I Photo/Gilbert W. Arias

That's the vacancy rate in the arm of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service that enforces the Endangered Species Act. A story
in today's LA Times by Margot Roosevelt that apparently ran on the front page (remember those?) does a good job of
summing up just how grim things are in the endangered-species program. Frinstance, the endangered-species staff has been
without a leader for more than a year.

Wow, and I thought job cutbacks were bad at newspapers.

It has to be said, of course, that the folks in that program long ago gave up trying to really enforce the law and turned
instead to cajoling landowners who are harming endangered species to devise a "habitat conservation plan" that allows
holders to kill or harm imperiled species if they'll agree to do some good stuff on the side -- stuff that often doesn't
balance out the harm.

Roosevelt's story (keyed to the bald eagle finally exiting the threatened-species list) shows that the situation has sunk to a
new low. And what does the Bush administration say? Here's one quote from Bryan Arroyo, the Interior Department
honcho in charge of the Fish and Wildlife Service:

We have a national deficit, and we are in the midst of a war. We have to live within the president's budget.

Interior spokesman Hugh Vickery pointed out to me today that the budget for endangered species' recovery has already
increased under President Bush, from $55.7 million in 2000 to $68 million in Bush's proposal for next year. 

However, the Center for Biological Diversity counters that Bush's request would represent a cut of $5.5 million from the
level approved by Congress in fiscal year 2006, and is $16.7 million less than what enviros say is necessary. These
numbers, of course, all look pretty puny compared to some things our government is spending money on.


